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Jim Nisbet: an exceptional author and friend                                      March 15, 2006

Set in modern day San Francisco, with a key flashback to Constantinople circa 540 A.D. via excerpts from Gibbons classic
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, The Syracuse Codex is a fascinating and rollicking great murder mystery. The Codex
is the seventh novel by Jim Nisbet, a brilliant, erudite wordsmith with whom the reviewers are equally taken, especially
those of Paris: “fabulously rich metaphors, extravagant humor, dialogues absurd as they are masterful …incredible
imagination. Our man amuses himself with the conventions of genre, but with such brilliance that one never feels put upon …”
(While he does not speak French, Jim has a major following of his work abroad and several of his works have been
translated and first published in French. Formidable!)

“Hmm,” may think the reader of my annual letters of yore, “why in the world would Jefferson start his personal treatise
with a pulp fiction book report?” Well, for several reasons. First, I’ve just finished reading Codex and was tempted to begin
its 569 pages again before passing it on to Catherine, sister Helen (one of the great readers of the Western World) and
other family and friends. This is a highly entertaining book, from so many standpoints, and it richly deserves enjoying
reading and touting to others. Be it character development, its SF setting, historical references, “satire on decadence and
greed,” or brilliant repartee between antagonists, the story will grab and intrigue you from so many standpoints. 

However, while all the accolades are true, I’m really on the soap box because of personal pride in being a close friend of the
author for over 25 years. I started remodeling my house in Mill Valley in 1975, and Jim became my contractor about three
years later. He was referred to me by an old real estate broker/author, the late Les Smith, for whom Jim had just built a
hot tub in his Marin County cabin. The necessity of making a living on his part and my need for a talented and creative
carpenter brought us together; as this fascinating character revealed himself to me over 20 years of work at 269
Cleveland, our friendship deepened. Jim had grown up in North Carolina, earned a university engineering degree, and then
headed to California. Here he quickly abandoned the conventional lifestyle, and assembled a cast of characters around him
from every thinkable milieu: the trades, art, literature, music, dope dealers and ex-cons, vineyard and software developers,
longshoremen and everybody else. I have never known anyone else with such wide ranging interests and fascinating friends.
To say Jim is an exceptional conversationalist is to understate the obvious: what really unfolded was getting to know a
genius with a wonderful soul. 

Much as would-be actors in New York support themselves waiting tables, Jim renovated homes, and built sound studios and
custom furniture to enable him to read voraciously and write poetry, short stories, and noir novels. All the while, his
evenings and weekends with socialites, sociopaths, millionaires, philosophers and journeymen of the trades provided a rich
inventory of characters which now people his writing. It has been very satisfying to watch a friend evolve in such a creative
fashion over time and I am intensely proud of his work and kindness. So please buy his book and tell others to do the same.
 

A fondness for old sayings …

I have had a fondness for old sayings that reflect the wisdom of the ages. “The strongest chains are the ones we forge for
ourselves” has seemed especially apt and profound. Having written an annual letter for some 16 years, am I now required
continuing to do so, like a beleaguered character in Greek tragedy who must always roll the boulder up the hill but never
reach the summit? Perhaps, but keyboarding is light work, compared to how many people must sweat and strain to stay alive
in this world. (Having worked some six summers as a common laborer in Minnesota, paying for a good part of college costs, I
knew sore muscles, boredom, bad weather, and the fear of not having the job at all. I’ll always thank God and my family that
I have been able to tread a far different but often uphill path.)

Like many others I know, I feel incredibly fortunate with what life has handed me so far. Not the least of my blessings is a
great number of friends who seem curious as to what transpires in the Life of Dave, closet voyeurs though some may be.
The range of personal responses is surely great, but I can only guess at most. My professional writer friends, such as Jim
Nisbet and Susan Price-Root, must muse at my annual product, acknowledging perhaps a slowly improving effort, but one
needing far greater editing and more clever turns of phrase than will see these pages. Others who suffered through
Freshman English, and for whom a two- page theme was akin to a root canal operation, are amazed I can do this at all, and
would not consider such an endeavor without a metaphoric gun at their head. 

Ultimately my so-called Christmas letter is simply for both me and my friends. It forces me to dredge up what I really did
this past 12 months, and reflect upon those activities, memories, expenditures, hopes and aspirations. Were they worth
while, would I do them again, and should I encourage others to try them for themselves? I pioneered this annual and public
introspection some time back and they used to say one could “recognize the pioneers by the arrows in their backs.” Yes, I
have my share of arrows, most seem to be a bit lower than my back, and some self inflicted wounds to boot. (How did that
happen?)

So here we are, fellow Americans, better than half way through the Oughts, and spectators or participants in a so-called
cultural war of allegedly unprecedented proportions. Liberals vs. Conservatives, Democrats vs. Republicans, Whites v. non
White groups of your choosing. polarization of the people like we have never seen it before … Hmm, I don’t think so. Has
anyone else read about the American Civil War? Now that was a cultural conflict of epic proportions. Today it is just
semantic gamesmanship within an aristocratic club: the last two Presidential candidates both were Yalies at the same time!
The loser spoke fluent French, and the winner could barely speak English but reportedly had a higher GPA and went to on to
the Harvard Biz School. And yet the supposedly conservative Dubya has yet to veto a spending bill so all the rest of this
political warring is just expensive theater. Cultural war in the US? Naw, both parties are just exploiting the public purse, as
usual.
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Last year I a saw a documentary movie entitled the Fog of War, wherein Robert McNamara, the Secretary of Defense
during Vietnam, looked back upon his career and world events. In it he compared the Cuban missile crisis of 1962 to the
invasion of Iraq in 2003, a comparison I did not buy. Rather I thought Iraq far closer to Bill Clinton’s military incursion into
the former Yugoslavia in the late 1990s. There we had the supposed Christian Serbs killing the Muslims, and we sided with
the downtrodden Muslims. Our NATO buddies, who know the combatants far better than anyone who resides in the White
House, wanted to stay out entirely, now what sort of atrocities were taking place. Isn’t that reminiscent of pre WWII days,
when everyone ignored what the Nazis were doing to the Jews. So much for the effectiveness of diplomacy or UN gestures
when you are dealing with real bad guys like Adolph, Slobodan, Sadam, or Osama . (And backing Muslims then still didn’t
preclude 9/11 a few years later.)  

Of course, now there is a real shooting war going on in the Middle East waged by volunteers on both sides.  Zealots who blow
themselves up to meet Allah early, and our lads who thought the National Guard was just a weekend a month away from the
kids and working in the yard. I can’t say I have been for any war in my lifetime but I do feel like our guys are heroes,
reluctant as they may be. Dying in a sand dune for people who hate each other, and probably resent us as well, is a thankless
task. Perhaps five or ten years from now we will have some idea if this was all worthwhile. I honestly don’t know, but I do
think radical Islamics have a lot in common with the despicable Nazis of a not much earlier era. Simply I have no respect for
a Muslim world that has contributed virtually nothing to society in over 1000 years except intransient problems and
repression of women.  

So that’s the extent of my political ranting for the year. Not much, eh. So on to my travelogue and being a Developer (the
Eight Letter word of the Left, twice as bad as Four Letter words, like love, care, hope …).   

Middle Aged Reunions and Brake Jobs

I don’t feel old, but when the 40th Reunion announcement from Stanford showed up, more than a few years have flown on
by. Coupled with the fact many of my friends are now grandparents, I had to face it: I am Middle Aged! (That is, if I am
going to live to be 126. Even a tad past middle age if I can’t reach 100.) But 40 plus years of great friendships make it all
very bearable. I have no complaints.  

My friends from high school back in Minnesota really have proven to be far better friends as adults than they were years
ago. Lorry Wendland, one of our brilliant cheerleaders, has sponsored a mini-reunion every summer at her place on the
Mississippi River, not far from Rochester. Perhaps 10% of the class (45-50 or so) shows up regularly, and we are getting
used to seeing each other age, gracefully or not. I ply most attendees with White Oak, ostensibly to build the brand, but
partly to enhance the myth that living in CA is larger than life. (Everybody owns a winery, travels the world, and skis until
they die ...) Coming up soon is our 45th (gulp) HS reunion and it is going to be a bigger show back in the hometown. But at
least with the thousands of Mayo Clinic doctors all around, if there are emergencies, most of us should survive.  

By the way, my dear MN friend, Mary Dushane, country music fiddler and singer extraordinaire, had a hip replaced last
year. She had great medical insurance at the law firm but the total bill was reportedly north of $40,000, about the price of
a really nice car these days. Mary said the doc was 32 years old and had done 800 of these procedures already. Lord, I
would think that most 32 year old auto mechanics haven’t done 800 brake jobs. Although if brake jobs paid $40,000,
perhaps they would do them faster.  

Finally a new bridge stands in Kenwood

At the end of 2004 it appeared as if our replacement bridge across Sonoma Creek would be approved in the next two
months and constructed by June. Well, that miracle did not happen, but we did get our building permit at the end of
September and completed the bridge a day or two before Christmas. I have included some photos of the new structure,
which many have said is lovely. Given the delays and cost overruns on the extended gestation, it was rather like a late birth
to ageing parents: any child is beautiful in its parents’ eyes, and those of their friends. What it does, however, is now permit
us to start the four car garage/840 sq. ft. guest unit and faux water tower project this spring. With any luck that should
be completed by the end of 2006, and then we can gear up to design the main house. The development projects never end.  

Because Dad died just as the bridge was completed, and because the bridge is beautiful, strong, and essential, we are going
to have a plaque designed and mounted and the Ken Jefferson Memorial dedicated around the Fourth of July. Dad would
really have liked that.

A Grand 2005 Vintage and a Sad Christmas Eve

As grape growers, we count and recall seasons as vintages. The 2005 vintage was very wet in the California spring and early
summer; the vines grew like crazy and most vineyardists anticipated a diminished and perhaps mediocre harvest. Mother
Nature surprised us all, when the crop turned very large, and it hung on late, as November was beautiful and dry. A very
bountiful harvest resulted and it looks like exceptional quality. As a result, grape and wine prices will likely stay flat, to
perhaps trending lower, which will please and hopefully expand the consuming world.  

Dearest Catherine Moylan, my life partner in so many ways, and I made her second (and my 20th) trip to South Africa in
late March; we then continued on for some 10 days in Tanzania and Zanzibar, the storied region of East Africa. It was a
warm and fascinating adventure, as this country (the island of Zanzibar part of Tanzania) is very close to the Equator and
essentially there are no seasonal changes, other than the Great Migration that continues its circular path year round. Most
of the people are black, poor, and peaceful, hoping to attract more tourism by which their lives can improve. We don't
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consider ourselves African experts by any means, but we were touched by the kindness and helpfulness of several,
especially when our luggage was lost for a few days. For a very different vacation, if you can afford the time, East Africa is
a fascinating world.

For a number of friends of mine, 2005 was the end of an era, the end of a lifetime. Dottie Wade lost her lifetime partner,
Nancy, after her valiant battle with cancer; Dick Wade's mother succumbed to Alzheimer's in the fall, and Admiral
Ashworth (Park City Dave's father, perhaps the only other Stanford Class of 65 bachelor) died in early December.  My
heart went out to all these friends and their families, and yet my relatively blessed life continued on, as Ken (88) and Jean
(91) Jefferson operated back in St. Paul, Minnesota, like two Swiss matches. Mom and Dad had lived at 36 Norbert Place,
Highland Village, since 1965, and have brought such joy to so many in every community where they have lived. While our
aged relatives dropped off around them, Ken and Jean lived together in their modest home, did not suffer heart attacks,
cancer, dementia, or virtually any other ailment of old age. Oh, they were aging, of course, with more aches and pains, and
Dad's asthma starting to weaken him, but their spirits were always great. Exceptional and strong people in every way.

 In the last twenty years or so, I have seldom visited the Twin Cities in winter, preferring snow on my terms, usually in
mountains somewhere there were operating ski lifts. But in early December I saw the opportunity to plan a short ski
vacation with good pals in Utah, a five day visit with family in St. Paul, and then a few days promoting White Oak wine in the
Chicago area. (This plan would work for all concerned, and as they say, self-actualization is the confusion of work and play.)
So Minnesota in February was on the travel docket and we had only to prepare for Christmas.

Our tradition the last few years has been to have my younger sister Helen, and her husband Robert, join us in Kenwood for
Christmas, along with Catherine's daughter Jessica. We had visited her son Casey a couple of weeks earlier in Newport
Beach, where he drives an ambulance and is recuperating from recent gall bladder surgery.  His father, Tom Moylan is also
always welcome, as he frequently takes care of our Kenwood property and our dog and cat, when we travel. Our new bridge
over Sonoma Creek was completed just in time for our extended family to gather for wonderful meals and a present
exchange the next day. Then, just before dinner, life changed. My sister Alice called and said Dad had been taken to the
hospital, with an apparent and serious heart attack. Forty-five minutes later I called my brother Will who said Dad’s aorta
had broken and the end was to be soon. I then had to tell my darling, enthusiastic sister Helen (who had followed me to
Europe in the 1970s, who had lived on Kibbutz in Israel solely for the adventure, who married for the first time on a
Sonoma mountain vineyard, and who years later I legally “remarried” by our creek in Kenwood much to our visiting parents’
surprise) that we were going to lose Dad tonight. We wept together, for the longest time, and still do, as I grope for the
right words.

Yes, Ken Jefferson died on Christmas Eve, but I was wrong: we will never lose him. He honestly touched and inspired all who
met him; for Dad, “a stranger was simply a friend you had not met.” How this marvelous, strong, and kind man came to be the
father, loving and loyal husband, best friend, role model, and community supporter is difficult to imagine. The youngest child
of a large rural family, he was born in a small town in Minnesota in 1917, just as the US entered WWI. His father was sick,
taciturn and died early so older brothers and sisters helped his immigrant Swedish mother raise him. His teenage years
were those of the Great Depression, and although they did not go hungry, the family had very little money. Dad started high
school with one pair of pants, but that did not hold him back. In 1934 he was Minnesota State champion at the half mile, and
then third place his senior year.  At local Mankato State (then a teacher’s college), he was Captain of the Track team,
running the mile and two mile events. (Characteristically, I learned this by reading his yearbooks, as Dad never mentioned
his accomplishments to his far less athletically gifted sons. But he was as proud of his two sons lettering in football as if we
had been stars.)

Dad stayed trim and worn shorts every Minnesota summer I can remember; when I got involved with growing grapes in
South Africa in 1996, I felt right at home with the Afrikaner farmers, similarly attired. When the University of Minnesota
Medical School received Dad’s body, they must have been flabbergasted at a tall, handsome, slender man of 88, with a full
head of hair, and the best pair of legs on any guy they have seen.

In 1940 he married Jean Adams, an articulate, pretty and somewhat shy girl also from Mankato, and started teaching in
small local towns. When the War came, the Navy, needing teachers for the V-12 (officer candidate programs), sent Mom
and Dad to Iowa State, where he later joked he barely stayed ahead of his peers/students in teaching math and physics
classes. Of all the things Dad did well, teaching was his greatest gift. He made you think, but then explained the answers
very clearly. He taught Will and me to use all the shop tools, and my brother became a gifted carpenter. He taught us all
how to play baseball, and my two sisters were always the best (and most enthusiastic) women players on the church softball
team. (They did not throw like girls and they could really hit! Mom and Dad were so proud of us all.)

I was born in 1943, but before the War was over, the family moved to a Naval mines test station on the Chesapeake Bay, in
Maryland. I think it was then my parents first saw African-Americans, as the Upper Midwest was peopled almost entirely by
Scandinavian immigrants, like Dad’s mother, and, up north, those on Indian reservations. My parents never had a racist bone
in their bodies; when the 1954 Supreme Court decision hit the papers, they explained to the family how this was going to
change America forever. Dad was a relatively conservative Republican from the Midwest, and of course it was Abe Lincoln,
the first Republican, who had freed the slaves, thereby insuring the White South would be Democrats for 100 years.  When
he and I discussed politics over the years, we always mused over the stereotypes and ironies, and how most people saw so
clearly and strongly the world from their small local, myopic vantage points.

The NW Bell Telephone Company, part of the national monopoly for which Dad worked from 1946 to his retirement in 1982,
provided a secure income for a growing young family, like many others weary from the Depression and The War. The
suburbs and small towns of America were growing, and Ken Jefferson became a professional engineer, deciding where the
poles and lines would best go. In 1956, he was promoted to District Engineer, covering all of the SE of Minnesota, and so we
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moved to Rochester, the home of the Mayo Clinic and a new IBM assembly plant.  There was an affluent, worldly upper class
and a larger, traditional, small town and farming underclass in Rochester. As strangers and with Dad’s role as a middle
manager, our family took some time to fit in. (For me, it would take years. I entered the hell of eighth grade, and fast
learned the rich, smart kids would laugh at anyone who got any C’s, hence providing a real degree of academic inspiration. 
Fast forward: high school, then the emancipation of going to college in California, with my Dad’s support. He so helped shape
my life, in so many wonderful ways.)

Dad was a deep-thinking American patriot who detested war yet felt a degree of guilt for not having been in uniform. He
had lost friends and family during WWII and prayed his sons would be spared a similar fateful adventure. When I joined
Air Force ROTC as a college freshman in 1961, he was supportive but anxious that I might be seeing combat until I assured
him there was no shooting in Sacramento. His patriotism was always honest yet measured, thoughtful, as I hope mine is as
well.

On February 8th, in the local Highland Park newspaper that had carried many of his letters to the editor over the years, a
really caring feature story was printed: Highland loses a leader, a gentleman, and a first rate citizen. In it, the quotes
included ”a truly lovely man, a successful neighborhood activist who always showed up, and a gentleman in the truest sense
of the word.” After retirement from the telephone company, he served on the board of the Highland Business Assoc. and
the Highland Block Nurse Program. He was an active member of the Olivet Congregational Church and served as a mentor to
countless entrepreneurs through the Service Corps of Retired Executives. Despite being active in Republican politics, “he
was always able to separate politics from the issues facing the (Highland District) council and get things done. He was a
good and true leader.” Very simply, Dad “cared deeply for all people, and wanted to see everyone have a chance to succeed.”

Let me finish with some thoughts from his eulogy on December 30th:

Because of the Oscars and other televised events, I think most of us have heard of awards to someone for their Body of
Work. Typically given in academia, or the entertainment industry, such awards are granted for a lifetime of achievements,
especially to someone who had not won a Nobel or Pulitzer Prize, an Oscar or a Platinum record. Rather, these are awards by
their peers to those for exceptional careers, and extraordinary lives.

If there ever was to be an award for an exceptional lifetime of kind efforts, it would be called the Ken Jefferson Trophy.
If there ever was a modern man who lived his whole life as an Eagle Scout, it was Dad. Simply, I never met a person, who
once getting to know him, did not love Ken Jefferson.

This is quite extraordinary, as few people go around telling a grownup that they love his father, that they wished their
parents had been half as kind, considerate, helpful, and thoughtful, and you, Dave Jefferson, are exceedingly fortunate.
Frankly, this has been my experience, beginning around the time I graduated from high school, and has never ceased. I
became prouder every year.

For Ken and Jean Jefferson, a stranger was simply a friend you had not met.

That was the kind of man he was: respecting the rights of others was the most important thing in the world to him. I had
gotten the message, and grew to love and respect him even more. I knew he was my best friend and I just could never let
him down.

He was a true Eagle Scout, and that’s the way I think of him today: he’s out scouting ahead for us. He taught us how to live
right: hang in there and work hard, but inspire, help, and love others along the way. If we can perform as he taught us by his
words and actions, he will live in our hearts forever. This we must and can do: “hang in there,” make the world a better
place, and may God and fortune be kind to us all for many vintages to come.

Ken Jefferson was full of delightful surprises; it was not until recent years that I learned of Dad’s deep love of poetry and
his poetic ability. So in closing, I would like to share two poems, first Dad’s favorite and the second he wrote himself.

CROSSING THE BAR by Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea.

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,
Too full for sound and foam.
When that which drew from the boundless deep
Turns again home.

Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of farewell
When I embark.

For, though from out our bourne of time and place
The flood may bear me far,
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I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar.

SLEEP by Kenneth William Jefferson (1966)

Come sleep

            Enfold me in your envelope of relief

Now quickly pile over and around me

the shadowy clouds of unawareness

Bring that solace to my troubled mind that

seeks the release that only you can bring.

I care not tomorrow’s problems

If you can win me now

 

My love to you all, but especially to you Dad and his Pilot ~

Dave Jefferson

Kenneth W. Jefferson
1917 - 2005

TANZANIA
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Tenting under a very old Baobab tree at Tarangire; 
notice bark scraped off by elephants Cape buffaloes at Lake Manyara

The steep sided Ngorongoro Crater Guide Abdullah and Catherine trying to pass as a Maasai couple

Zebra family Young Thompson’s gazelles, learning how to butt heads
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Eland bull
Cape buffaloes are not to be toyed with; 

these jokers mean business

Resting leopards

Serengeti Serena Lodge, one of the most luxurious 
accommodations on Serengeti Desert

The Great Migration of wildebeests (gnus).

ZANZIBAR
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Most boats owned by natives are wooden and rely on the wind 

A new boats is nearing completion They still caulk the new boats by hand and hammer

With no power tools, this craftsman drills a hole with an age old tool These women are farming seaweed in very warm ocean water
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Now what happened to this palm tree?

The eco-friendly way to climb for coconuts

Downtown Stone Town, the main city on Zanzibar Tinga-tinga paintings are sold everywhere
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The old Arabic palace has seen better times The Tembo Hotel in Stone Town has a steel front door

Catherine with baby sea turtle Dave with our new friends from South Africa, all on Zanzibar holidays
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